Use of large-scale business and administrative data sets for secondary purposes other than those for which the data was originally collected Accuracy is a big concern in Big Data. There is no easy way to segregate good data from bad.
Some concerns: -Among thousands of reviews of hotels which ones are authentic and which ones are not? -How to find out the TRUTH from thousands of product reviews -How to identify a rumor from a informed communication?
Challenge of Big Data -Scalability of Algorithms for Statistical Computations
Some very useful tools of statistical analysis are presently not implemented with scalable algorithms For e.g. if median is to be computed using the simple bubble sort algorithm it may take a very large amount of timealgorithmic complexity = O(N 2 ). Statistical methods which uses median or other quantiles as its base will all face this challenge. Use of some better sorting algorithms like radix sort or heap sort may help.
Note that the product of a matrix (NxN) with a vector (Nx1) when done is usual manner takes O(N 2 ) computations. Since this operation is a basic operation for many statistical algorithms, we see that these algorithms would not be scalable. 
Challenge of Big Data -Non-Random Samples
While the data volume is large it is not collected for a specific purpose No random sampling schemes are present in most cases Inferential models of statistics (Frequentist / Bayesian) generally assume a random sample drawn from a population May give inaccurate results when used with non-random samples Need is for statistical methods which can handle non-random samples. Approaches such as using weights to adjust for sample selection may be useful (Nevo, 2003 JBES) Challenge of Big Data -Mixture Data
Is there a single population or multiple populations in the data set? Most statistical methods are devised for drawing inference for a single population If the data is a mixture of observations from multiple populations we need to "discover" the number of populations as well have specific separate inferences. Algorithms such as Flexible Regression and Classification, Machine learning algorithms like CART/ CHAID attempts do this More such methods needed
Streaming data -focus is on speed Real time problems such as fraud detection need quick analysis. Data streams are analyzed "in memory" in "time windows" before being written to disk. Analysis of data stored on disk is time consuming and hence not useful for these kind of applications So only a tiny part of the Big Data is used for drawing conclusion
Challenge of Big Data -Real Time
Statistical methods generally work with whole data and aims to give the "best solution" It may not be possible to have "best solution" by analyzing only a part of the data. Trade-off between speed and accuracy. Change of Philosophy -"Get Good Answer Fast!" instead of "Get the best answer" Techniques from Statistical Quality Control and Statistical Surveillance can possibly be adapted to deal with real time analytics with streaming data
Google Flu Trend
In 2009, Google reported that by analyzing flu-related search queries it had been able to detect the spread of the flu as accurately and more quickly than CDCP, USA In Feb 2013, Nature reported that Google flu-trends weren't working and predicted more than double the proportion of doctor visits for influenza-like illnesses than CDCP. Many reasons are possible including change in search behaviour, emergence of alternative sources of information etc.
